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Abstract—Bearingless pumps are used in a variety of applications with demand on low wear, high reliability and high purity.
High operation temperatures demand for special design considerations to ensure safe operation and long lifetime and require
precise knowledge about the internal machine temperatures. In
this paper, a lumped parameter model is used to determine the
conductive heat transfer. The heat exchange with the environment
is investigated with FEM calculations and approximate formulas.
Temperature dependent analysis of the loss mechanisms and
operation performance of the machine are also included. The
calculations are verified with measurements on a prototype.
Index Terms—Bearingless machine, high temperature, thermal
model, lumped parameter model.
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Fig. 1: Photography (a) and schematic view (b) of the bearingless ultra-high
temperature pump.

I. I NTRODUCTION
A bearingless machine is an electric motor with an integrated magnetic bearing. The integration of the bearing leads
to a compact machine design. The rotor of a bearingless
machine is suspended in a magnetic field, allowing for contact
free levitation of the rotor [1].
The machine analyzed in this paper is a bearingless disc
drive. This topology features passive stability in three degrees
of freedom simplifying the bearing control [2]. The machine
is used to drive a pump with a hermetically sealed pump head.
The sealing and the absence of any mechanical bearing allows
for very high purity, low contamination and long lifetime
[3]. A photography of a prototype is shown in Fig 1(a). The
schematic view of the machine in Fig. 1(b) shows the sealed
pump head and the compact design of the machine.
The analyzed pump will be operated with fluid temperatures
exceeding 200 ◦ C. The goal is to combine the aforementioned
advantages of a bearingless machine with high thermal resilience. The high fluid temperatures and the internal machine
losses will lead to high temperatures inside the machine and,
subsequently, to high thermal stress on the machine components and materials. The selection of suitable components and
materials requires precise knowledge of the internal machine
temperatures at all operation conditions. A comprehensive
analysis of the thermal effects in the machine is presented
in this paper.
The drive and the bearing performance of a bearingless
machine change with the temperature of the machine. This is
mostly due to the demagnetization of the magnet at elevated
temperatures. A physical explanation of this effect is included
in section II.
The analysis of the machine temperatures is based on the
study of the internal machine losses since these are, together
with the hot fluid, the main heat sources in the machine. The

focus lies on the modelling of the internal machine losses. The
losses are dependent of the operation state of the machine and
the internal machine temperatures. Therefore, a temperature
dependent loss analysis is presented in section III.
The heat transfer inside the machine is approximated by
a lumped parameter thermal model (LPTM). Such a model
allows for a computational efficient calculation of the internal
machine temperatures [4] and is well suited to analyze the
impact of design variations. The LPTM is presented in section
IV.
The loss analysis and the LPTM are verified using a
machine prototype operated at different fluid temperatures.
The results are shown in section V.
II. M ACHINE P ERFORMANCE
The bearing forces and the torque acting on the rotor are
dependent on the machines temperature and can be calculated
based on the magnetic flux density in the air gap [5], [6]. A
schematic view of the motor is shown in Fig. 2(a). The torque
acting on the rotor can be calculated as
Z 2π
T ≈ cD (ϑm ) · ID ∝
Brad (ϑm ) Btan (ϑm ) dα
(1)
0

with cD , ϑm ,ID ,Brad and Btan being the torque constant, the
magnet temperature, the drive current, the radial and tangential
flux density in the air gap, respectively. The temperature
dependency of the torque can be explained by analyzing the
temperature dependency of the flux in the air gap

 

Brad
Brad
~ a = Btan  = Btan  .
B
(2)
Bz
0
Note that the flux in z-direction is neglected due to symmetry.
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The internal machine losses are, together with the heating
from the fluid, the main heat sources in the machine. The
losses of a permanent magnet machine can be split into copper
losses PCu and iron losses PFe . The latter are further divided
into hysteresis losses PFe,Hy and eddy current losses PFe,Ed
[9].
The temperature in the coils is unevenly distributed. Therefore, the copper losses of the i-th turn PCu,i is calculated as


2 li
ρCu,RT 1 + αCu (ϑCu,i − ϑRT )
(6)
PCu,i = ID
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Fig. 2: Schematic view of a cut through the motor (the back iron is ringshaped) (a) and simulated torque for different magnet temperatures
(b).

and the total copper losses as
PCu =

N
X

(7)

PCu,i

i=1

This flux can be calculated as the superposition of the rotor
~ r and the stator field B
~ s as
field B
~s + B
~ r (ϑm ) .
B~a (ϑm ) = B

(3)

Rotor and stator field can be calculated independently of each
other if the saturation of the iron is neglected.
The stator field is only dependent on the drive current ID ,
the geometry of the machine and the magnetic permeability
of the iron µr,Fe . The magnetic permeability of the iron is
assumed to be constant since the machine is operated well
below the curie temperature of iron at 700 ◦ C [7].
The rotor field amplitude can be written as
~ r | (ϑm ) ∝ Brem (ϑm )
|B

(4)

with Brem being the remanence flux density of the magnet. Rare earth magnets, such as Neodymium-Iron (NdFe)
or Samarium-Cobalt (SmCo), exhibit demagnetization at elevated temperatures. The most temperature resilient SmCo
magnets have demagnetization coefficients in the range of
0.03 − 0.115 %/◦ C, depending on the temperature and the
grading of the magnet [8].
The rotor field is weakened if the temperature of the magnet
is increased, therefore, the torque constant has a negative
temperature dependency
∂cD
< 0.
∂ϑm

(5)

A FEM simulation was used to simulate the torque for
different magnet temperatures. Figure 2(b) shows the torque
over drive current in the range of 0 to 10 ARMS for different
magnet temperatures.
The bearing forces are also dependent on the air gap field
and can be calculated similarly to the torque. Therefore,
the bearing force constant cB shows the same temperature
dependency as the torque constant cD .
A machine with hot magnet requires higher drive and
bearing currents to generate the same bearing forces and
torque as a cold machine due to the reduced force and torque
constants.

with N, li and ACu being the number of turns, the
length of wire of the i-th turn and the copper area and
ρCu,RT , αCu , ϑCu,i , ϑRT being the resistivity of copper at
room temperature, the temperature coefficient of the electric
resistivity of copper, the temperature of the i-th turn and the
room temperature respectively.
The stator iron exhibits inhomogeneous flux density and
temperature distribution. Therefore, it is split up into M parts
with approximately homogeneous flux density amplitudes and
temperature distribution in each part. The i-th part has the flux
density amplitude B̂i , the temperature ϑFe,i and the mass mi .
Figure 3(b) shows the first four segments in the stator tooth for
a drive current of 5 A. The segmentation varies for different
drive currents and temperatures due to the saturation of the
iron.
The total iron losses are calculated with the Steinmetz
equation as
PFe,Ed =

M
X
i=1

PFe,Hy =

M
X
i=1

βEd

cEd (ϑFe,i ) · f αEd · B̂i (ϑFe,i )
βHy

cHy · f αHy · B̂i (ϑFe,i )

PFe = PFe,Ed + PFe,Hy

· d2Fe · mFe,i

· mFe,i
(8)

with dFe being the thickness of the iron sheets,
f being the frequency of the oscillating field and
cEd , cHy , αEd , αHy , βEd , βHy being the parameters of
the Steinmetz equation. Only the eddy current loss constant
is temperature dependent. It is approximated as
cEd,RT
cEd (ϑ) =
(9)
1 + αFe (ϑ − ϑRT )

with cEd,RT being the Steinmetz parameter for the eddy
current losses at room temperature and αFe the temperature
coefficient of the electric resistivity of the iron. The parameters
were found by fitting (8) to loss measurements of the stator
iron material obtained from the manufacturer.
The determination of the flux density amplitudes B̂i in
different parts of the stator iron was conducted with the use
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Fig. 3: Flux density at a fixed position in the back iron for one rotation of
the rotor with variation of the drive current ID at room temperature
(a) and segmentation of the stator tooth for ID = 5 A.
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Fig. 4: Iron Losses at n = 6000 rpm with fixed torque for different magnet
temperatures ϑm (a) and schematic view of the pump showing the
temperature points utilized in the LPTM (b)

of a FEM simulation. Only the analysis of the back iron is
shown in the following.
Figure 3(a) shows the flux density at a fixed point in the
back iron for one full rotor rotation, the rotor angle is labeled
φr . The amplitude of the flux density is dependent on the drive
current ID . The flux is sinusoidal, which is a requirement for
the application of (8).
Figure 4(a) shows the iron losses PFe if the machine
is operated at n = 6000 rpm with a drive torque of
T = 0.75 − 1.5 Nm at different temperatures. The drive current is adjusted to counteract the demagnetization of the
magnet. The analysis shows that the change in loss is up to
25 %. This is mainly due to the reduced conductivity of the
stator iron.
IV. T HERMAL M ODEL
The temperature distribution inside the machine is calculated using an LPTM. A total of eight temperature points are
defined inside the machine. Figure 4(b) shows a cut through
the machine, the temperature points are labeled.
Internal losses are modeled with heat sources. Fixed temperatures, such as the fluid and the ambient temperature, are
converted to equivalent heat sources.
Heat transfer inside the model is approximated with thermal
admittances, taking the conductive heat transfer in solids as

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5: Measured and calculated thermal convective heat exchange to the
ambient (a) and schematic representation of the winding (b).

well as the convective and radiative heat exchange with the
ambient air into account. Models for the conductive heat
transfer in solids and radiative heat transfer to the ambient
are available in the literature [10].
The modelling of the convective heat transfer from the
machine case surface to the ambient is more challenging. In
this paper, an approximate formula for the convective heat
transfer from a horizontal cylinder is used. The approximate
convection coefficient αc,approx is calculated based on the
radius of the case rc , the case temperature ϑc and the ambient
temperature ϑa as
2
λ 
1/6
αc,approx =
0.752 + 0.387 (Gr · P r · f (P r))
π · rc
3
g (π · rc )
Gr =
β (ϑc − ϑa )
ν2

9/16 !−16/9
0.559
f (P r) = 1 +
Pr
(10)
with the material dependent thermal conductivity λ, the
Prandtl number P r, the kinematic viscosity ν and the thermal
expansion coefficient β [11]. The approximate formula can
be evaluated with little computational effort. A 2D-FEM
simulation was used to analyze the effect of the case fins.
A fin-correction factor ζ was calculated for a limited number
of points. The thermal admittance, Yth,mod is
Yth,mod = ζ · αc,approx · Aconv

(11)

with Aconv being the case surface. The convective heat transfer
was also measured by applying a DC current to the drive
coils of the machine to heat the machine. The convective heat
transfer can then be calculated by measuring the input power
Pin , the case temperature and the ambient temperature. The
measured thermal admittance is
Pin
.
(12)
Yth,meas =
ϑc − ϑa

The radiative heat transfer to the ambient air is neglected.
Figure 5(a) shows the measured thermal admittance Yth,meas
and the corrected thermal admittance Yth,mod . The corrected
approximate calculation matches the measured heat transfer.
The temperature in the windings is modelled in two ways.
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TABLE I: Temperatures in the winding with 200 ◦ C fluid temperature.
drive current
0A
5A
10 A

ϑw,min
64.5 ◦ C
69.7 ◦ C
85.9 ◦ C

ϑw,mean
67.8 ◦ C
75.6 ◦ C
100.7 ◦ C

ϑw,max
76.1 ◦ C
84.7 ◦ C
112.7 ◦ C

The simple model assumes that the winding temperature is
constant over the whole winding. This simplifies the calculation of the thermal admittances and keeps the complexity
of the model low. This model is used for the verification in
section V. However, it is obvious that the winding temperature
will not be homogeneous. Windings at the surface of the coil
tend to be cooler than windings in the middle. The second
modelling approach splits the winding into turns and the
temperature at each turn is calculated. The heat transfer from
turn to turn is calculated with thermal admittances [12]. The
temperature of the i-th turn of the winding ϑCu,i is used
to evaluate the copper losses according to (7). Figure 5(b)
shows a part of the winding model with the turn temperatures
ϑ1 , ϑ2 , ϑ3 , the potting temperature ϑP and the copper losses
per turn PCu,1 , PCu,2 , PCu,3 . The admittance Yij labels the
thermal admittance from turn i to turn j.
Table I shows the surface winding temperature ϑw,min , the
mean winding temperature ϑw,mean and the maximum winding
temperature ϑw,max for different drive current amplitudes in
a machine with 200 ◦ C fluid temperature. The difference in
temperatures at zero drive current is due to the inhomogeneous
heating by the fluid. Nonzero drive currents exacerbate this
effect since hotter winding turns will have a higher ohmic
resistance and generate more losses. Turns in the middle of
the winding are more than 25 ◦ C hotter than turns on the
surface. This effect must be accounted for when selecting the
conductor and insulation materials.
V. V ERIFICATION
A prototype of the bearingless pump is used to verify the
thermal model, cf. Fig. 1(a). PT1000 elements were added
in order to measure the internal machine temperatures during
operation. The prototype was run in a hydraulic test set-up
using silicon oil with controlled oil temperature. Table II
shows the predicted and the measured temperatures and the
relative errors for fluid temperatures of 200 ◦ C and 220 ◦ C.
TABLE II: Verification of the thermal model for 200 ◦ C and 220 ◦ C fluid
temperature.
position
oil
ambient
coil surface
stator back iron
stator iron tooth
mechanical support
case
oil
ambient
coil surface
stator back iron
stator iron tooth
mechanical support
case

model

measurement
220 ◦ C
◦
50 C
81.3 ◦ C
83 ◦ C
83.8 ◦ C
83 ◦ C
91.1 ◦ C
91 ◦ C
161.8 ◦ C
160 ◦ C
76.4 ◦ C
70 ◦ C
200 ◦ C
45 ◦ C
67.2 ◦ C
66 ◦ C
68.2 ◦ C
66 ◦ C
72.2 ◦ C
72 ◦ C
154.4 ◦ C
153 ◦ C
64 ◦ C
60 ◦ C

error
2%
1%
0, 1 %
1.1 %
8%
1.9 %
3.2 %
0.3 %
0.9 %
6.21 %

The verification shows that the model allows the prediction
of the internal machine temperatures with acceptable precision.
Therefore, the temperature distribution of the whole pump can
be analyzed. Furthermore, the model allows the estimation of
temperatures at points in the machine where no sensors can
be mounted, eg. in the middle of the stator windings.
The case temperature shows the highest deviation between
measured and estimated temperatures. This might due to the
fact that the machine is operated in an enclosure due to safety
considerations. The enclosure has an impact on the airflow
around the machine and the radiative heat transfer from and
to the case surface. This effect could be captured by tuning the
fin-correction factor ζ in (11) based on the measured values.
VI. C ONCLUSION AND O UTLOOK
This paper gives an overview of the formulation of a LPTM
for a bearingless pump. The model allows a computational
efficient calculation of the internal machine temperatures and
can be used as a basis for component and material selection
and to analyze the impact on geometry variations on the
internal temperatures. The paper shows that the temperature
dependency of the iron and losses cannot be neglected and
that modelling the stator winding with just one temperature is
not sufficient due to the wide temperature distribution.
The temperature measurements show that the model is
sufficiently accurate at the temperature range of interest.
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